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Executive Summary
Traditionally, financial institutions and high-profile investors have reserved access to investment
opportunities. Revenue Coin, a project launched by Revenue Capital LLC., aims to change this by
providing tools that everyday users can implement to invest in promising startups, sharing the
revenue of investee companies.
The team at Revenue Coin wants to launch a community-oriented launchpad and DAO to provide
access to newly-launched projects and enable voting for projects selected by Revenue Capital.
Revenue Coin has picked Binance Smart Chain as its preferred blockchain infrastructure. The
project's ecosystem consists of two preexisting portfolio companies (related parties, Exeria and
SkyRocket) and two tokens (RVC and SRVC).
The project's ecosystem token, RVC, is supposed to provide several utilities to holders. It can
already be staked and farmed. The SRVC token is a subscription token, and these tokens were on
the market before the token generation event without vesting requirements.
The project is located in Georgia, a relatively favorable jurisdiction for cryptocurrencies.
The project's core team consists of seven people. Two strategic advisors and ten advisors further
strengthen the team.
However, the project is far from having an established presence in the market. Hence, its success
depends on their ability to reach the milestones in its roadmap.
Our researchers gave Revenue Coin a final rating of 45.77%. The breakdown of this rating is
available at the end of this report.
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Product & Company Description
Introduction to Revenue Coin
1

Revenue Coin is a token facilitating the investment vehicle Revenue Capital LLC.

Revenue Capital is aiming to build up a portfolio of start-up investments. Revenue Capital
business accelerator’s existing portfolio includes Exeria and SkyRocket.
Revenue Coin has released two tokens - RVC and SRVC; both BEP-20 tokens. SRVC is a
subscription token that can be exchanged for RVC tokens. The SRVC supply will eventually become
zero upon all holders swapping it for RVC.
The Revenue Capital team aims to onboard its portfolio of companies into its ecosystem. As per a
website article, 21 projects have been shortlisted. There is screening and due diligence ongoing
2

for other projects. However, Revenue Capital has not yet made any investments in new projects
since the launch of Revenue Coin project.
The other objectives of the project are:
●

To allow users to buy and sell services within Revenue Coin’s ecosystem.

●

To provide the ability to pay with RVC in well-known payment apps and consumer stores.

●

To launch Revenue Launchpad and Revenue DAO in 2022 and 2023, respectively.

"Revenue Coin - White paper."
https://revenuecoin.io/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/White-Paper-V6.pdf#page=27. Accessed 13 Apr.
2022.
2
"21 innovative projects, candidates to Revenue Ecosystem, are now ...."
https://revenuecoin.io/21-innovative-projects-candidates-to-revenue-ecosystem-are-now-shortlisted/.
Accessed 13 Apr. 2022.
1
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The Revenue Coin’s ecosystem: Source:
Revenue Coin
https://revenuecoin.io/#roadmap

Revenue Capital LLC
Revenue Capital LLC, an investment entity, is behind the Revenue Coin project. Revenue Capital
plays a central role in the Revenue Coin project since Revenue Capital will handle the funding of
the selected startups. The project’s whitepaper states that Revenue Capital offers a capital
injection to companies without taking up shares, which suggests that the company acquires
tokens in investee companies. Importantly, Revenue Capital is responsible (Programme Council, to
be specific) for selecting prospective startups or projects for investment. Revenue Coin token
holders vote for such chosen startups. However, even with a voting system, Revenue Capital has
the right to make decisions as an exception. For example, such an exceptional case occurred when
a project (Racing Stars) was rejected at voting round but consequently pursued. Revenue Capital
also retains the authority to terminate startup partnerships and delist them from its business
accelerator. The composition of the Programme Council is not known.
Revenue Capital's business accelerator portfolio consists of two projects, Exeria and SkyRocket.
Exeria and SkyRocket were both co-founded by some of the management team members of
Revenue Capital. Therefore, these portfolio companies are related parties.
The key highlights of the two portfolio companies are that:
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●

Exeria and SkyRocket have not received funds from the Revenue Coin project, and hence
they would not be obliged to participate in the RVC buyback program.

●

D-CORE researcher conversations on the Revenue Coin Telegram channel show that RVC
token holders could deploy Exeria bots that could only be bought with RVC. However,
Exeria's website does not facilitate RVC as a payment method. None of the two company
websites mention RVC.

In light of the above understanding, it is believed that Exeria and SkyRocket add little to no
benefit to Revenue Coin token holders. The project’s whitepaper does not discuss these
discrepancies clearly.
The Revenue Coin project does not solve a specific issue. The project is a centralized crowd
investment platform with an affiliated token. The expressed improvements that the project
claims to offer seem sub-optimal. Although the whitepaper briefly discusses a Decentralized
Autonomous Organization (DAO), the project’s major investment decisions are still made by
Revenue Capital.
3

RVC tokens can be bought on PancakeSwap and other exchanges. It is also possible to stake and
farm RVC tokens. Staking includes four contracts - with no time limit, a 3-month lock, a 6-month
4

lock, and a 12-month lock.

There is significant competition in the venture funding landscape. The business model of Revenue
Capital and, by extension, the Revenue Coin project appears expensive from the potential investee
companies' standpoint (e.g., 10% revenue buy-back, Swap, and Burn term). As a result, the
project's Product-Market-Fit may come into question in its current form.

Success Factors
Based on our understanding, there are two success factors for the project. These factors are:
●

Large potential market.

●

Experienced executive team.

"Revenue Coin price, RVC chart, and market cap | CoinGecko."
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/revenue-coin#markets. Accessed 15 Apr. 2022.
4
"Revenue Coin Token Panel." https://panel.revenuecoin.io/#stake. Accessed 15 Apr. 2022.
3
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Market Conditions and Competition
Market Conditions
The venture funding space has grown exponentially since 2020. There were approximately 220
funding rounds worth over $6.61 billion in April 2022 across five key verticals. In the first four
months of 2022, the industry collectively raised over $21.4 billion in investments. Many firms
have entered this attractive field of investments, and many firms are joining the fray (recently,
Haun Ventures).

Fundraising in the industry.
Source: Footprint Analytics (last updated 05 May 2022)
https://www.footprint.network/dashboards

Venture investment companies by the number of projects
funded. Source: Footprint Analytics (last
https://www.footprint.network/dashboards
updated 05 May 2022)

Competition
Revenue Coin faces competition from multifaceted players, from traditional venture capital firms
to the newest Venture DAOs. As discussed above, the traditional-type venture funds currently
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dominate the startup investment arena. Moreover, those firms tend to mostly co-invest in
startups.
There are several competitors to Revenue Coin with similar aims and utilities. Revenue Coin plans
5

to launch RevenueDAO in Q1 2023, and it will have to compete with already established Venture

https://metacarhttps://stacker.vc/
DAOs. Examples in this categoryhttps://www.thelao.io/
are projects like the LAO, MetaCartel
Ventures, and
Stacker
tel.xyz/

6
Ventures.
https://stacker.vc/

7

In Q3 2022, Revenue Coin plans to launch Revenue Launchpad, a community-oriented
launchpad
https:/

https://orihttps://vulhttps://www.kommunitas.net/
that would compete
with projects like Kommunitas, Sovryn
Origins, Polygen,
Peak,
/poly- Vulture

gins.xyz/
turepeak.io/
genhttps:// and EvolvePad.
https://
https://lu- ShibaPad,
Equinox, LunaStarter,
https://evolvepad.io/
.io/
wwwwnastartw.shibaw.equi- er.io/
Another
notable
competitor
a decentralized incubator that hopes to provide
https://duckdao.io/
pad.fi-is DuckDAO,
nox.nance/ opportunities previously only available to well-fixed investors
fund/
everybody access to investment
and venture funds. DuckDAO aims to open up the locked ecosystem of early-stage crypto project
8

investments.

The philosophy of DuckDAO is similar to Revenue Coin’s assertion of supporting individualism and
helping people access projects that previously were available exclusively to banks, investment
9

funds, and business sharks. However, compared to Revenue Coin, DuckDAO already has a
10

well-established ecosystem with 100+ projects in its portfolio. Also, like Revenue Coin, DuckDAO
11

has deployed its native BEP-20 tokens on Binance Smart Chain.
How is the project different from its competitors?

Revenue Coin's offering is not notably different from what most of its competitors are offering.

"Revenue Coin by Revenue Capital - World's First Revenue Token."
https://revenuecoin.io/#roadmap. Accessed 18 Apr. 2022.
6
"Venture DAOs. People can coordinate funds, labour… | by Edward Tay." 15 Aug. 2021,
https://medium.com/@edwardtay/venture-daos-cd298802222a. Accessed 18 Apr. 2022.
7
"Revenue Coin by Revenue Capital - World's First Revenue Token."
https://revenuecoin.io/#roadmap. Accessed 18 Apr. 2022.
8
"An Introduction to DuckDAO: The First Community-Driven Crypto ...." 28 Aug. 2020,
https://medium.com/duckdao/an-introduction-to-duckdao-the-first-community-driven-crypto-incubator-f
a30805007ca. Accessed 18 Apr. 2022.
9
"Revenue Coin - White paper."
https://revenuecoin.io/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/White-Paper-V6.pdf. Accessed 18 Apr. 2022.
10
"Duck DAO Incubator: Home." https://duckdao.io/. Accessed 18 Apr. 2022.
11
"DuckDAO Goes Cross-Chain with Binance Smart Chain Launch." 16 Feb. 2021,
https://medium.com/duckdao/duckdao-goes-cross-chain-with-binance-smart-chain-launch-f2307ed94
993. Accessed 18 Apr. 2022.
5
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Technology Review
Product
Revenue Coin
is not entirely open-source. The smart contracts dealing with Revenue Coin tokens
https://github.com/Revenue-Capital/contracts-public/tree/main/contracts
are deployed on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC).
Their GitHub only hosts two repositories, and
https://github.com/orgs/Revenue-Capital/repositories
they are not active. There are also no public members contributing to these repositories. The
project is highly centralized and uses a cryptocurrency attached to it.
D-CORE researchers learned via Telegram conversations that Revenue Capital has not deployed
any funds raised for the project (~$8 million). Such funds are held in the forms of fiat currency (in
bank accounts) and crypto (in multi-sig wallets, controlled presumably by Revenue Capital
connected personnel). The project’s documentation does not discuss how it was treating
uninvested capital. These operational mechanisms also point to the centralized nature of the
project.
The team is negotiating with SharkGate and Racing Stars for possible investment. As per the
Voting Panel on the project website, Racing Stars was not accepted by the voting community.
Therefore, the negotiation of Racing Stars is taking place outside of the community voting
process. Telegram conversations suggest that this has occurred due to miscommunications, and
there was no incentivized voting. There was no official communication clarifying this situation to
the community.

Blockchain
Revenue Coin has chosen Binance Smart Chain as their preferred network. The project does not
contemplate developing a complex blockchain-based investment platform (instead, most of the
investment activity remains off-chain and centralized). BSC appears to be appropriate for Revenue
Coin’s purposes.
There are several advantages that BSC offers, such as its demonstrated rapid growth and
adoption. Comparably, BSC also has low transaction fees. At the moment, the average transaction
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12

fee is 0.3342 USD/tx. Additionally, BSC is EVM-compatible, which means that any smart
13

contract written for deployment in EVM can be conveniently ported to BSC.

The critical negative point is that BSC is often criticized as a comparatively highly centralized
network.

Security Audit
CertiK has audited Revenue Coin. The audit sought to discover vulnerabilities and issues in the
code relating to the token. The findings of the audit include 29 issues, with 8 of them being Major.
So far, the project team has only acknowledged these Major risks around centralization and
14

privileges.

Revenue Coin security assessment.
Source: CertiK
https://www.certik.com/projects/revenue-coin

Roadmap
The project's current roadmap (recently modified) lists its high-level plans from Q2 to Q4 2022
and 2023. Some of these milestones could only be achieved upon Revenue Capital successfully
deploying capital into portfolio companies. For example, in Q2 2022 - the project would not
complete Swap and Burn until startups are included in the Revenue Capital portfolio, and such
startups begin to release tokens. Moreover, RVC Buyback and Burn wouldn't be feasible until
startups begin to generate revenue. The DAO creation milestone is now listed as a target for
2023 (earlier planned for Q1 2023).

"Binance Smart Chain Average Transaction Fee - YCharts."
https://ycharts.com/indicators/binance_smart_chain_average_transaction_fee_es. Accessed 18 Apr.
2022.
13
"Binance Smart Chain."
https://docs.binance.org/faq/bsc/bsc.html#binance-smart-chain-is-evm-compatible-what-does-that-me
an. Accessed 18 Apr. 2022.
14
"Revenue Coin - CertiK Security Leaderboard." https://www.certik.com/projects/revenue-coin.
Accessed 14 Apr. 2022.
12
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The project's older roadmap versions show that some of the milestones have been rephrased
(e.g., listing the token on dozens of DeFi exchanges), and other goals pushed forward (e.g.,
buybacks).

Team
Revenue Coin’s team consists of seven people. The team members have experience building
startup communities, developing algorithmic trading tools for cryptocurrency markets, and
building mobile apps. There are also two strategic advisors and ten advisors.
15

Jarek Białek (CEO), has 15 years of experience building startup communities and accelerator
projects, including accelerators of blockchain projects.
16

Piotr Piasecki, is a Member of the Board of Revenue Capital. Piotr has over 20 years of
experience managing enterprises as SEO in Poland and the United Kingdom. He specializes in
Marketing and Sales.
Eduardo Gamarci (COO) brings 15+ years of experience as a professional trader working for
proprietary trading firms. He was also involved in developing algorithmic trading tools and
software for the Equity, Option, and Cryptocurrency
markets. (Linkedin)
https://www.linkedin.com/in/egamarci/
17

Adam Cukrowski, is a co-founder of Revenue Capital. He's also a co-founder of SkyRocket.

Advisors
18

Mikko Puhakka, is an experienced consultant and investor, specializing in startups, Venture
Capital, and community-driven businesses, operating mainly in Europe and China, with more than
25 years of track record.

"Jarek Bialek - Managing Partner - Revenue Capital - LinkedIn Malta."
https://linkedin.com/in/jarekbialek. Accessed 14 Apr. 2022.
16
"Piotr Piasecki MBA - Board Member - Revenue Capital | LinkedIn."
https://linkedin.com/in/piotr-piasecki-mba-7b231817. Accessed 14 Apr. 2022.
17
"Adam Cukrowski – Co-founder – Revenue Capital | LinkedIn."
https://linkedin.com/in/adam-cukrowski-1a719916a. Accessed 14 Apr. 2022.
18
"Mikko Puhakka 溥 墨 - Malta | Professional Profile | LinkedIn."
https://linkedin.com/in/mikkopuhakka. Accessed 14 Apr. 2022.
15
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Andy Cheung, founded AC Ventures and BBS.exchange. He has held senior management roles in
many entities, like Bitwork, OKX, iClick, Groupon, and Alibaba. Andy also functions as an advisor to
several projects.
19

Kevin Hugh Donnery, has experience in the financial services sector. He is also an advisor to
Carter Capital and a Finance Consultant to Gummys.
20

Piotr Grela, has a background in trading. He founded Tradercom Investments and conducted
training and seminars on DiNapoli techniques. According to his LinkedIn profile, he's a private
investor in Revenue Capital.

General Comments on the Team & Advisors
During our review period, we did not find evidence of the team members having taken part in any
previous or current illegal projects or projects that were controversial. We did not find evidence of
the Advisors' involvement in any controversial projects either.

"Kevin Hugh Donnery - Business Development Advisor - Carter Capital."
https://linkedin.com/in/kevin-hugh-donnery-578b96a3. Accessed 14 Apr. 2022.
20
"DiNapoli Expert & Autoryzowany Trener – Piotr Grela | LinkedIn." https://linkedin.com/in/piotr-grela.
Accessed 14 Apr. 2022.
19
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Legal and Compliance Specifics
Jurisdiction
21

Revenue Capital LLC, the private company behind Revenue Coin, is headquartered in Georgia.
22

Georgia has been described as a reasonably favorable jurisdiction for cryptocurrencies. Owning
23

and trading crypto is legal and, for individual traders, tax rates on gains are 0% in many cases.
24

The application of tax laws exists, while the application of AML/CFT laws does not exist.

However, an implicit ban prohibits lenders, banks, and other financial institutions from dealing
25

with cryptocurrencies.

Partnerships
Revenue Coin has partnered with Tenset, and under this partnership, Tenset will introduce
26

Revenue Coin to cryptocurrency influencers and players in the Asian region.

Revenue Coin’s partnership with F6Sis aimed at opening a call for applications from high-tech
companies in FinTech, blockchain, AI, and Web 3.0 technologies."

27

There is no publicly available record of any venture capital investors participating in Revenue
Coin fundraises.

"Privacy policy and cookies - Revenue Coin." https://revenuecoin.io/privacy-policy-and-cookies/.
Accessed 14 Apr. 2022.
22
"Cryptocurrency in Georgia & Tbilisi | 0% Tax | Buy Real Estate."
https://expathub.ge/cryptocurrency-in-georgia/. Accessed 14 Apr. 2022.
23
"Cryptocurrency in Georgia & Tbilisi | 0% Tax | Buy Real Estate."
https://expathub.ge/cryptocurrency-in-georgia/. Accessed 14 Apr. 2022.
24
"Regulation of Cryptocurrency Around the World: November 2021 ...." 2 Nov. 2021,
https://tile.loc.gov/storage-services/service/ll/llglrd/2021687419/2021687419.pdf. Accessed 14 Apr.
2022.
25
"Over 50 Countries Have Issued Bans on Cryptocurrency - Hypebeast." 24 Dec. 2021,
https://hypebeast.com/2021/12/fifty-countries-ban-crypto-congress-report. Accessed 14 Apr. 2022.
26
"Revenue Coin Partners with Tenset.io to Grow Presence in Asia ...." 18 Nov. 2021,
https://revenuecoin.io/revenue-coin-partners-with-tenset-io-to-grow-presence-in-asia-markets/.
Accessed 17 Apr. 2022.
27
"Revenue Capital Accelerator: Open Call for Startups." 31 Aug. 2021,
https://revenuecoin.io/partnership-with-f6s-the-world-leading-platform-for-startup-founders/. Accessed
14 Apr. 2022.
21
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Legal Advisors
28

As per a very recent website update, Gvantsa Baidoshvili has been appointed as the Legal
Counsel of Revenue Capital. Gvantsa also works as the Legal Counsel for Meta Brothers
Production. Previously, she was a Legal Adviser to WeKr3ate Media, TerraShops, and PwC
Georgia. She's a graduate of Tbilisi State University. At Revenue Coin, Gvantsa will be assisting in
the legal onboarding of portfolio companies.

KYC & AML
According to the information posted on the project’s official Telegram channel, there were no KYC
requirements when buying tokens for less than $20,000. Citizens of the United States of America
and Canada who wanted to purchase tokens worth more than $20,000, might not have been
allowed to participate in the public sale.

Token Classification
The project’s
team has explicitly mentioned that the RVC token was created as a utility token, and
https://revenuecoin.io/#1638183240847-99e4d284-aa36
that, based on their expertise and legal opinion, the token is considered a utility token. The token
29

presale was conducted as per a SAFT agreement.

The team asserts that the token can be used to access services provided by Revenue Capital LLC
https://revenuecoin.io/#1638183240847-99e4d284-aa36
and companies operating within its ecosystem. The token will also offer a payment function.
Regarding the SRVC token, the team reasons that the SRVC token’s principles of operation “are
different from the definition of a security and the principles of operation of security type financial
30

tokens”. Before the public launch, the project issued SRVC tokens to anyone who could not
participate or did not want to participate in the presale. Holders can exchange SRVC to RVC at a
1:1 ratio. As such, SRVC is burned upon exchange.

"Gvantsa Baidoshvili - Legal Counsel - Revenue Capital - LinkedIn ...."
https://ge.linkedin.com/in/gvantsa-baidoshvili. Accessed 8 May. 2022.
29
"Framework Simple Agreement for Future Tokens (SAFT)."
https://revenuecoin.io/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Framework-SAFT-agreement-V3.pdf. Accessed 14
Apr. 2022.
30
"SRVC - Whie Paper EN - Revenue Coin."
https://revenuecoin.io/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/SRVC-WhitePaperEN.pdf#page=9. Accessed 16
Apr. 2022.
28
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Legal/Compliance Risks
Future regulatory changes might constitute a legal risk. Certain jurisdictions might classify RVC
tokens as securities. This is acknowledged in the SAFT agreement:
“The Purchaser is aware that the Agreement may be classified as securities in certain jurisdictions
and that the offer and sale of the Agreement have not been registered in accordance with the
Securities Act in any country and therefore it may not be resold unless they are in accordance with
applicable law of the country.”
We also highlight the below points:
●

It is worth noting that the language in the project’s whitepaper implies an increasing value
for RevCoin and hints at a token value of USD 0.86 in the first years. Similarly, the website
also references the future value growth of RVC tokens.

●

Revenue Capital will be a party to agreements with companies that receive funding.
Moreover, investment selection and startup partnership terminations are the
responsibility of the Programme Council. Token holders only have the opportunity to vote
for or against such a project upon selection. However, even in that case, there could be
exceptions made by Revenue Capital.

●

The proposed DAO will also be bestowing two rights to the token holders: voting for
Revenue Capital's investments in token projects and Treasury management. This scope of
the DAO means that the token holders would have to rely on significant managerial
efforts on the part of the Revenue Capital for the delivery of results.
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Token Offering
As per the Whitepaper, the initial total supply of RVC tokens was 8,888,888,000. Out of this, 50%
was allocated for private and public token sales. The balance of 50% was allocated to Revenue
Capital for promotional and project-related activities.
However, later the total token supply was reduced to 1,729,481,687 RVC. With this change,
everything in the tokens section of the whitepaper may have to be amended. The Revenue Coin
Panel reports the circulating supply of tokens at 561,719,444. However, the CoinMarketCap
website does not verify this circulating supply number.

https://www.certik.com/projects/revenue-coin
Tokenholder distribution analysis.
Source: CertiK
At a seed phase, the price was $0.0075. At the private sales, the prices were $0.0095 and
31

32

$0.0105. ￼ ￼
20% of the team tokens will be released after one year from being awarded, and 2% of the
33

unlocked tokens will be vested every subsequent week until all tokens are released.

"We've Hit Over 50% of Our Soft Cap Goal! - Revenue Coin." 25 Oct. 2021,
https://revenuecoin.io/revenuecoin-hits-over-50-of-soft-cap/. Accessed 15 Apr. 2022.
32
"RevenueCoin on Twitter: "Our biggest milestones this year: We ...."
https://twitter.com/RevenueCoin/status/1476546892880351234. Accessed 15 Apr. 2022.
33
"Revenue Coin - White paper."
https://revenuecoin.io/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/White-Paper-V6.pdf#page=40. Accessed 15 Apr.
2022.
31
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Tokenomics
The RVC token supply is finite. The token supply of RVC could become deflationary if the
proposed buyback mechanism becomes a reality.
Every month, 10% of the portfolio companies’ revenue is allocated to the buyout of RVC tokens
available on the public market. Afterwards, 50% of these RVC tokens are burned, with the rest
moving to the fund of Revenue Capital LLC for future investments in other companies. Coin
34

burning involves removing tokens from circulation irrevocably.

35

Revenue Coin managed to raise over $8 million from selling tokens. RVC is listed on several
exchanges. However, it is not yet listed on any reputed exchanges. The token has lost ~86% of its
value from the all-time-high of ~$ 0.043. Moreover, RVC is very illiquid.

RVC to USD
chart. Source: Coinmarketcap (as of 08 May 2022)
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/revenue-coin/
Revenue Coin holds a significant amount of tokens for promotional and operating activities.
50% of tokens were distributed for these activities. In the event there would be cash-outs by the
team, the token may experience a negative market sentiment.

"Revenue Coin - White paper."
https://revenuecoin.io/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/White-Paper-V6.pdf#page=16. Accessed 16 Apr.
2022.
35
"RevenueCoin on Twitter: "Our biggest milestones this year: We ...."
https://twitter.com/RevenueCoin/status/1476546892880351234. Accessed 16 Apr. 2022.
34
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Supply and Demand Dynamics
Token Supply
Staking and farming rewards: Staking and farming rewards apply every three seconds and can be
36

claimed at any time.

Token unlock and vesting: Users have the option to choose four staking contracts with either a
37

3-month lock, 6-month lock, 12-month lock or with no time-limit. So far, 55% of the vested RVC
tokens have been released, with the remaining 45% released at a 2% weekly rate until 19
38

September 2022.

Staking plan. Source: Revenue Coin

https://revenuecoin.io/its-time-to-stake-and-farm-revenue-coin/

"It's time to stake and farm Revenue Coin!." 13 Dec. 2021,
https://revenuecoin.io/its-time-to-stake-and-farm-revenue-coin/. Accessed 17 Apr. 2022.
37
"It's time to stake and farm Revenue Coin!." 13 Dec. 2021,
https://revenuecoin.io/its-time-to-stake-and-farm-revenue-coin/. Accessed 17 Apr. 2022.
38
"Revenue Coin Token Panel." https://panel.revenuecoin.io/#claim. Accessed 17 Apr. 2022.
36
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Token Demand
Staking: At the moment there are 7,401 token holders and the most used staking contract is the
39

one with a 12-month lock, with 54,096,417 total RVC tokens staked. The staking demand is
subject to change depending on the APR and its attractiveness against other alternatives.
Utility: The RVC token is meant to fulfil several utilities in the Revenue Coin’s ecosystem. For
instance, the token is supposed to be used as an internal means of payment within the
ecosystem, and it also offers voting rights for holders to make decisions about which projects will
40

receive funding from Revenue Capital.

"Revenue Coin Token Panel." https://panel.revenuecoin.io/#stake. Accessed 17 Apr. 2022.
"Revenue Coin - White paper."
https://revenuecoin.io/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/White-Paper-V6.pdf#page=22. Accessed 17 Apr.
2022.

39
40
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Social Media and Virality
41

The project is relatively active on Twitter. It has 22.1k followers. The project’s Twitter account is
seeing a decrease in the number of followers. On February 25, the account had 24.7k followers.

Revenue Coin - Twitter Activity (30
days by day). Source: Certik
https://www.certik.com/projects/revenue-coin
The most accessible and popular channel to communicate with the team is the project’s Telegram
channel. The management team actively participates in community discussions on varying topics
42

about the project. The channel has about 11.4k followers. The channel is experiencing a
decrease in the number of followers. On February 26, the channel had 13.5k followers. The project
doesn’t have an official Discord channel.
43

Revenue Coin has 278 followers on LinkedIn. The project also has a presence on Facebook.
Currently, the Facebook page has around 1.4k followers. The page has not been updated since
44

January 31, 2022.

45

Revenue Coin has a YouTube channel, with 518 subscribers. Several YouTube channels have
discussed Revenue Coin. Some of these are:

41
42

●

Crypto Gems - 5.9k views

●

AJC - 37k views

●

My Financial Friend - 8.4k views

"RevenueCoin - Twitter." https://twitter.com/revenuecoin. Accessed 17 Apr. 2022.

"Contact @revenuecoinENG - Telegram." https://t.me/revenuecoinENG. Accessed 15 Apr. 2022.
"Revenue Capital | LinkedIn." https://linkedin.com/company/revenuecapital. Accessed 15 Apr. 2022.
44
"Revenue Coin - Home | Facebook." https://www.facebook.com/revenuecoin/. Accessed 15 Apr. 2022.
43

"Revenue Coin - YouTube." https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3VcN35ns7XcGwFuRLKkD5g.
Accessed 15 Apr. 2022.
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Risks to the Project
The following list of risks is not an exhaustive one. Some risks may be minor/not materialize.

●

Regulatory & legal: Were the project to be subject to regulatory purview, there might be
impediments to the project’s growth as it could be seen as an attempt to bypass financial
regulatory guidelines and be labelled as a sale of unregulated securities (regardless of its
attempt to say bypass it openly in its SAFT agreement). Due to the project's centralized
nature and how it raises funds and represents its worth in an appreciating underlying
asset, there is a significant risk of the token fulfilling the requirements to be a security. If
this risk materializes, the project may have issues.

●

Business model: The proposed model of levying a buyback cost of 10% on the revenue of
startups and the issuance of startup tokens to RVC holders (Swap and Burn) cast doubt on
the sustainability of the project's business model.

●

Poor liquidity/value of the token: The token exhibits poor liquidity and low value. At the
moment, the token is not listed on many exchanges and is not available on any major
centralized exchange. From its all-time high at $0.04, the token has dropped in price by
46

85.3% and is trading at the moment at $0.0057. The large drop in token’s price is
contradictory to the message conveyed by the project, asserting that the token will
47

increase in value exponentially over time , which does not inspire trust or confidence.
●

Hacks/exploits: The project’s implementation of smart contracts on BSC presents an
opportunity for malicious actors to find and exploit vulnerabilities. A number of projects
relying on BSC have been exploited in the past. Smart contract vulnerabilities is one of the
48

main types of hacks occurring most frequently on the blockchain. Moreover, the smart
contract audit by CertiK found major risks around centralization and privileges which are
not resolved yet. These risks are also concerning.

"Revenue Coin price, RVC chart, and market cap | CoinGecko."
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/revenue-coin. Accessed 15 Apr. 2022.
47
"Revenue Coin - White paper."
https://revenuecoin.io/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/White-Paper-V6.pdf#page=19. Accessed 15 Apr.
2022.
48
"Why are Binance Smart Chain Projects Hacked so Often?." 4 Jun. 2021,
https://bitpushnews.medium.com/why-are-binance-smart-chain-projects-hacked-so-often-6163506726
ff. Accessed 16 Apr. 2022.
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Ratings
Everything you see in this report is the aggregate result of an extensive research process carried out
by a distributed team of researchers and crypto enthusiasts around the world. The process consists of
60 questions divided into three phases. Researchers are called to answer these questions about a
project, while providing links or screenshots as evidence to support their answers. For every answer,
they also provide a rating from zero to ten. The average of their ratings is detailed below.
Our researchers gave Revenue Coin a final rating of 45.77%.

CATEGORY

SCORE

Market & Project Specifics

31.80%

Team Specifics

55.00%

Technology Specifics

34.20%

Legal & Compliance Specifics

44.70%

Tokenomics Specifics

50.60%

Social Media / Virality Specifics

58.30%

Total

45.77%
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Disclaimer
This Report is for informational purposes only and/or all or any of its content thereof, should not, may
not and will not be taken to constitute, either as a whole or in part, any investment advice or
recommendation or similar, regulated, or authorized advice, and D-Core by producing, disseminating,
giving away, or making available this Report does not, should not, may not and will not be taken to
advise on investments, or carry out any similar activity, or any regulated activity or any other
authorized activity. D-Core is not authorized by the Financial Conduct Authority or by any other
competent EU or elsewhere or otherwise competent authority to carry out any regulated activities
and/or any activities within the scope of these authorities' competence.
D-Core excludes and disclaims all liability and/or responsibility whatsoever and/or howsoever caused,
arising out of any actions, or omissions taken, or made by any authorized and/or other recipient of this
Report in reliance on, or arising out of, or in connection with any or all content of this Report. Any
authorized and/or other recipient of this Report acknowledges, accepts and agrees that they carry out
their own independent research and act in their own sole risk in reading or using any or all information
contained in this Report. In any event, recipients of this Report are urged to seek professional

advice before making any potential investment decision in relation to the project described herein.
Any authorized and/or other recipient of this Report accepts this Disclaimer in full. For the avoidance of
doubt, this Disclaimer is binding against any recipient of this Report whatsoever.
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